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It is a game for hardcore players where you have to flip, spin and dodge to achieve the highest score possible.

Though the idea of the game is simple and avoid obstacles level, it is actually more difficult than that, only the fittest players
succeed in getting away in this addictive game.

Features:

■ Classic and Infinity level !
■ Progressive level and speed in the game !

■ Good animation effect !
■ Good music !
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Title: Geometry Rush
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Launching this game reminded me of counter strike as I was blasted with loud music. Luckily the options menu was very easy to
find to turn that down. Once I had it down I had time to enjoy the simple and good looking main menu. This app company did a
great job with this and it was super easy and aesthetically pleasing to navigate around the game. In my short time playing, I got
pretty good at it and only found two small problems. The first might be a feature, but I found it annoying to switch directions
twice and get stuck in place. It's a small complaint and it doesn't matter that much but I wanted to mention it anyways. My
second problem was the sounds used for leveling up in both game modes. Both sounds are ripped from Counter-Strike Global
Offensive, it first plays the case opening noise than the sound just before a death cam in deathmatch. Other then this I had a
great time playing and I would recommend this to anyone who has free time on their hands. Geometry Rush is super smooth and
plays out great with it's simple but eye catching art style.

---{Graphics}---
Suprisingly good for a mobile style game

---{PC Requirements}---
Anyone can run this

---{Difficulity}---
It starts off hard, but you can get the hang of it quickly

---{Price}---
If you have the spare money it's really worth it ( I got it for 0.49 USD )

---{Overall}---
4\/5 If you enjoy mobile games... get this now

=Add new sounds!=
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